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The Soldier Rise Of The Jain
In the outskirts of space, and the far corners
of the Polity, complex dealings are in play.
Several forces continue to pursue the deadly
and enigmatic Penny Royal, none more
dangerous than the Brockle, a psychopathic
forensics AI and criminal who has escaped
the Polity’s confinements and is upgrading
itself in anticipation of a deadly showdown,
becoming ever more powerful and intelligent.
Aboard Factory Station Room 101, the
behemoth war factory that birthed Penny
Royal, groups of humans, alien prador, and AI
war drones grapple for control. The stability
of the ship is complicated by the arrival of a
gabbleduck known as the Weaver, the last
living member of the ancient and powerful
Atheter alien race. What would an Atheter
want with the complicated dealings of Penny
Royal? Are the Polity and prador forces
playing right into the dark AI’s hand, or is it
the other way around? Set pieces align in the
final book of Neal Asher’s action-packed
Transformation trilogy, pointing to a
showdown on the cusp of the Layden’s Sink
black hole, inside of which lies a powerful
secret, one that could destroy the entire
Polity.
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The remarkable story of a Japanese American
who served in a top-secret team in World War
II that coaxed Japanese Imperial soldiers from
their bunkers on the front lines of the war in
the Pacific. Masao Abe was a secondgeneration Japanese American who was
swept up in the momentum of history during
World War II. Born in southern California but
educated as a teenager in Japan during the
1930s, he returned to the US and was drafted
into the US Army. As he completed basic
training, the attack on Pearl Harbor put his
military career in limbo because the US
government didn't know what to do with him
or how to think about him--was he an enemy
or a patriot? Masao was eventually recruited
to join the secretive Military Intelligence
Service: he was trained to accompany
American soldiers as they fought their way
across the islands in the Pacific. His
assignment was to convince Japanese
Imperial soldiers to lay down their arms, and
to read captured documents looking for
enemy strategies. He went to war with a
bodyguard because his commanders knew he
wore a target on his front and his back. This
little-known slice of history reveals how the
confluence of race, war, and loyalty played
out when the nation called for the service of
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those it judged most harshly.
Set during the American Civil War, Black
Cloud Rising is the powerful story of a man
grappling with his own complicated history as
he forges a future for himself—and his
country. For readers of Edward P. Jones and
Colson Whitehead Told by Sgt. Richard
Etheridge, the son of an enslaved woman and
her former master, Black Cloud Rising is
based on the true story of the African
Brigade, an all-Black regiment led by General
Edward Augustus Wild, a one-armed white
abolitionist who terrorized the North Carolina
countryside. Eager to prove his manhood and
worth, but deeply conflicted about his own
notions of Blackness and whiteness, Richard
must navigate a world of violence and moral
uncertainty, never knowing whether the shot
that could end his life will be fired by his own
white cousin, who has turned Confederate
guerrilla, or his fellow soldier, the self-named
Revere, who sneeringly sees through
Richard’s racial self-doubt.
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller. In
time for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11,
master storyteller Alan Gratz (Refugee)
delivers a pulse-pounding and unforgettable
take on history and hope, revenge and fear -and the stunning links between the past and
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present. September 11, 2001, New York City:
Brandon is visiting his dad at work, on the
107th floor of the World Trade Center. Out of
nowhere, an airplane slams into the tower,
creating a fiery nightmare of terror and
confusion. And Brandon is in the middle of it
all. Can he survive -- and escape? September
11, 2019, Afghanistan: Reshmina has grown
up in the shadow of war, but she dreams of
peace and progress. When a battle erupts in
her village, Reshmina stumbles upon a
wounded American soldier named Taz. Should
she help Taz -- and put herself and her family
in mortal danger? Two kids. One devastating
day. Nothing will ever be the same.
General Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan
The Theory and Politics of Civil-military
Relations
The Unknown Soldier
Where Have All the Soldiers Gone?
The Militarization of America's Police Forces
Earth Alone
Right from the start, when the train carrying
British soldier Sam Richardson home to Wigton
after his service in the Burma campaign breaks
down two miles from town and he and his army
comrades have to walk home, it is clear we are in
the hands of a compassionate, clear-sighted
writer. Bragg's work has been compared to that
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of Hardy and D.H. Lawrence, not without some
justice. His smalltown people are closely and
warmly observed, but without a shred of
sentimentality, and although this story is
familiar¢a man home from a dehumanizing war
finds it hard to readjust¢it has seldom been
imbued with such rueful humanity. For Sam,
England after WWII, and after the sufferings he
and his men endured in the frightful jungle
campaigns, is stuffy and limiting; soon he starts
dreaming of wider horizons. His adored wife,
Ellen, however, is happily rooted in the little
northern town where she grew up; their small
son, Joe, who has hardly known his father, is
bewitched but also terrified of him. How the
family works out its fate in the shabby postwar
years is Braggs story, and he makes of it
something at once endearing and heroic. So
many scenes, the regimental reunion, Joe's
efforts to win friends among the tough town kids,
a final scene at a railway station as heartrending
as the movie Brief Encounter, linger in the mind.
The book is a small classic, deeply touching and
true. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade,
Yucca, and Good Books imprints, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in fiction—novels, novellas, political
and medical thrillers, comedy, satire, historical
fiction, romance, erotic and love stories, mystery,
classic literature, folklore and mythology, literary
classics including Shakespeare, Dumas, Wilde,
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Cather, and much more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
This groundbreaking history of how American
police forces have been militarized is now revised
and updated. Newly added material brings the
story through 2020, including analysis of the
Ferguson protests, the Obama and Trump
administrations, and the George Floyd protests.
The last days of colonialism taught America’s
revolutionaries that soldiers in the streets bring
conflict and tyranny. As a result, our country has
generally worked to keep the military out of law
enforcement. But over the last two centuries,
America’s cops have increasingly come to
resemble ground troops. The consequences have
been dire: the home is no longer a place of
sanctuary, the Fourth Amendment has been
gutted, and police today have been conditioned to
see the citizens they serve as enemies. In Rise of
the Warrior Cop, Balko shows how politicians’ illconsidered policies and relentless declarations of
war against vague enemies like crime, drugs, and
terror have blurred the distinction between cop
and soldier. His fascinating, frightening narrative
that spans from America’s earliest days through
today shows how a creeping battlefield mentality
has isolated and alienated American police
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officers and put them on a collision course with
the values of a free society.
Though the young Warchief Thrall ended the
demon curse that had plagued his people for
generations, the orcs still wrestle with the sins of
their bloody past. As the rampaging Horde, they
waged a number of devastating wars against their
perennial enemy -- the Alliance. Yet the rage and
bloodlust that drove the orcs to destroy
everything in their path nearly consumed them as
well. Long ago, on the idyllic world of Draenor,
the noble orc clans lived in relative peace with
their enigmatic neighbors, the draenei. But the
nefarious agents of the Burning Legion had other
plans for both of the unsuspecting races. The
demon-lord Kil'jaeden set in motion a dark chain
of events that would succeed not only in
eradicating the draenei, but forging the orc clans
into an single, unstoppable juggernaut of hatred
and destruction.
The Good Soldier is considered Ford's
masterpiece. This tale of adultery and deceit
centers around two couples, Edward and Leonora
Ashburnham, and their American friends, John
and Florence Dowell. John Dowell narrates the
events of Florence's affair with Edward, the "good
soldier," and her subsequent suicide. Through
Dowell's confused and perhaps unreliable
narrative, Ford attempted to recreate real
thoughts. This literary technique was a
forerunner to literary techniques employed by
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such later writers as Samuel Beckett and J.M.
Coetzee. Ford Madox Ford (Ford Madox Hueffer)
was born in 1873. He was a novelist, poet, literary
critic, editor, and one of the founding fathers of
English Modernism. He published over eighty
books, including two collaborations with Joseph
Conrad (Inheritors in 1901 and Romance in
1903). He died in 1939.
The Warship
The Transformation of Modern Europe
World of Warcraft: Rise of the Horde
Infinity Engine
The Soldier
The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt

Saving the souls of the damned has been my job for
several years now. I've gotten chased by demonic
creatures, fallen in love with a not-so-angelic Guardian
Angel, and I've even danced with the devil. Yes. You
read that right. I've literally danced with the devil, which
only stirred up more drama I didn't need. And to add a
little more to this summary for you, (just in case you
thought the chaos stopped there) . . . one of the biggest
secrets of my life just found his way to my front
doorstep. I've since questioned everything Hayden and
the Guardian Council has ever told me. I'm tired of
rules. I'm tired of lies. I'm tired of secrets. And I'm tired
of being scared. I start to push boundaries to unravel
every, single lie that the Guardian Council has kept
hidden for years... only to find the dark truth about my
mother's murder. And, as if saving the dead and feeling
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betrayed isn't enough, a new enemy has emerged from
the Dark Realm - the only one of its kind. The Phantom
has been hunting me since the day I was born. And it
won't stop hunting until it finds me. It's time I blaze the
path as Soldier of Light my own way. No matter what the
cost. There is no turning back. "I am so in love with this
series. The crap that Evika has to go through is
unbelievable!" "The progression of the saga is beyond
captivating to the point that you can't put the book down.
Already ready for book 4...what's is going to happen?!"
"Wow!...just wow! Zero Rising is AMAZING!" Zero
Rising is the enthralling third installment in The Soldier
of Light Chronicles. YA/NA paranormal romance with a
strong female lead. A book full of intensity, supernatural
adventure, and unexpected twists that will keep you
guessing throughout the series. Perfect for fans of
Twilight, Hush Hush, and Fallen Angel Romances.
**WARNING: This book is part of a series and ends in a
cliffhanger.**
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s
relentlessly entertaining debut channels the excitement
of The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins and Ender’s
Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red Rising ascends above a
crowded dystopian field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,
BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream that my
children will be born free,” she says. “That they will be
what they like. That they will own the land their father
gave them.” “I live for you,” I say sadly. Eo kisses my
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cheek. “Then you must live for more.” Darrow is a Red,
a member of the lowest caste in the color-coded society
of the future. Like his fellow Reds, he works all day,
believing that he and his people are making the surface
of Mars livable for future generations. Yet he toils
willingly, trusting that his blood and sweat will one day
result in a better world for his children. But Darrow and
his kind have been betrayed. Soon he discovers that
humanity reached the surface generations ago. Vast
cities and lush wilds spread across the planet.
Darrow—and Reds like him—are nothing more than
slaves to a decadent ruling class. Inspired by a longing
for justice, and driven by the memory of lost love,
Darrow sacrifices everything to infiltrate the legendary
Institute, a proving ground for the dominant Gold caste,
where the next generation of humanity’s overlords
struggle for power. He will be forced to compete for his
life and the very future of civilization against the best
and most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he will
stop at nothing to bring down his enemies . . . even if it
means he has to become one of them to do so. Praise for
Red Rising “[A] spectacular adventure . . . one heartpounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s dizzyingly good debut
novel evokes The Hunger Games, Lord of the Flies, and
Ender’s Game. . . . [Red Rising] has everything it needs
to become meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,
Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red Rising is a
sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will find a devoted
audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch Don’t miss any
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of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING •
GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD •
DARK AGE
This book throws new light on the men who fought for
the Stuarts in Scotland from the beginning of the
Jacobite cause in 1689 to Glenshiel in 1719 by drawing
on the work of historians and a wide range of primary
sources and therefore presenting a picture based on the
evidence available. I am minded to rise looks at the
variety of clothing and weapons used by the different
Jacobite armies in this time period as well as their
material culture used by them to show their allegiance to
the Stuarts and the Jacobite cause.This book will appeal
to those interested in the Jacobite Risings reenactors,
wargamers, fans of Outlander, anyone with an interest
in Scottish clothing from 17th and 18th centuries and
the Scottish diaspora who, thanks to a growing interest
in family history, are keen to know more about their
Scottish heritage.
They came from deep space. They came to destroy us.
Fifty years ago, bloodthirsty aliens devastated the Earth.
Most of humanity perished. We fell into darkness. But
now we rise from the ashes. Now we fight back. Marco
Emery was born into the war. After his mother is killed,
he joins the Human Defense Force, Earth's ragtag
army. Emery must survive basic training, become a
soldier, and finally face the aliens in battle. Against the
alien onslaught, Earth stands alone. But we will fight.
We will rise. We will win.
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Allies
Starship Troopers
Black Cloud Rising
A British Soldier's Inside View of His Rise to Power
Rising Son
The dangers of ancient technology loom over the Polity in the
sequel to The Soldier, Neal Asher’s latest action-packed space
opera series. The haiman Orlandine, charged with
safeguarding lethal Jain tech swirling inside an accretion disc
located in the distant reaches of space, has weaponized a
black hole to eliminate the threat. But others are suspicious of
her motives, and both the Polity AIs and the leaders of the
alien prador kingdom dispatch fleets of warships in
anticipation of conflict. As the black hole continues to eat its
way through the planets in the accretion disc, making its way
towards a dead sun, it becomes clear the disc has been hiding
a larger secret. Nefarious forces with ulterior motives have
manipulated Orlandine into deploying the black hole,
triggering a series of larger events that will uncover a danger
far older than even the Polity itself. From British science
fiction writer Neal Asher, The War Ship picks up right where
its predecessor, The Soldier, left off, showcasing Asher’s
unique take on cutting-edge and fast-paced science fiction.
Stephen Crane's immortal masterpiece about the nightmare of
war was first published in 1895 and brought its young author
immediate international fame. Set during the Civil War, it tells
of the brutal disillusionment of a young recruit who had
dreamed of the thrill and glory of war, only to find himself
fleeing the horror of a battlefield. Shame over his cowardice
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drives him to seek to redeem himself by being
wounded—earning what he calls the “red badge of courage.”
Praised for its psychological insight and its intense and
unprecedented realism in portraying the experience of men
under fire,The Red Badge of Courage has been a beloved
bestseller for more than a century.
A critical study of the tumultuous history of Europe during the
twentieth century analyzes how the continent's repudiation of
violence in the wake of World War II has affected the region,
led to a rejection of defense budgets in favor of social stability
and economic growth, and caused a growing rift between the
U.S. and Europe. Reprint.
A warship is laying waste to the galaxy, making for
unexpected allies in the face of incredible acts of war. This is
the high-octane conclusion to Neal Asher's Rise of the Jain
trilogy.An entire galaxy hangs in the balance.A Jain warship
has risen from the depths of space, emerging with a deadly
grudge and a wealth of ancient yet lethal technology. It is
determined to hunt down the alien Client, and will annihilate
all those who stand in its way. So Orlandine must prepare
humanity's defence.Both humanity and the Prador thought
their ancient foe - the Jain - had perished in a past age. And
they resolve to destroy these outliers at any cost. Orlandine
wants the Client's inside knowledge to act, but the Client has
her own agenda. Earth Central therefore looks to the Prador
for alliance, after the Jain destroy their fleet. However, not
everyone is happy with this, and some will do anything to
shatter this fragile coalition.As the Jain warship makes its way
across the galaxy, it seems unstoppable. Human and Prador
forces alike struggle to withstand its devastating weaponry.
Orlandine's life work is to neutralize Jain technology, so if she
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can't triumph, no one can. But will she become what she's
vowed to destroy?The Human is the third and final book in
Neal Asher's Rise of the Jain trilogy, following The Soldier
and The Warship.
The Forgotten Story of How America Forged a Powerful Army
Before Pearl Harbor
Zero Rising
Walk Toward the Rising Sun
A Novel
The Soldier's Farewell
From Child Soldier to Ambassador of Peace
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the
soul even in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell,
you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its
breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still.
Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who
scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her
accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her
stolen books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as
with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted
writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one of the
most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be
life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the
same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.”
—USA Today DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
The Soldier is the first novel in the no-holds barred Rise of the
Jain series, by bestselling science fiction author Neal Asher. Her
mission is vital. Her failure is unthinkable. A corner of space
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swarms with alien technology, a danger to all sentient life. It’s
guarded by Orlandine, who must keep it contained – as it could
destroy entire civilizations. An alien intelligence shares her vigil.
But she doesn’t share everything with Dragon . . . Orlandine is
hatching a plan to obliterate this technology, removing its threat
forever. For some will do anything to exploit this ancient
weaponry, created by a long-dead race called the Jain. This
includes activating a Jain super-soldier, which may breach even
Orlandine’s defences. Meanwhile, humanity and the alien prador
empire also watch this sector of space, as neither can allow the
other to claim its power. However, things are about to change.
The Jain might not be as dead as they seemed and interstellar war
is just a heartbeat away. The action continues in The Warship.
The British troops who fought so successfully under the Duke of
Wellington during his Peninsular Campaign against Napoleon
have long been branded by the duke’s own words—“scum of the
earth”—and assumed to have been society’s ne’er-do-wells or
criminals who enlisted to escape justice. Now Edward J. Coss
shows to the contrary that most of these redcoats were respectable
laborers and tradesmen and that it was mainly their working-class
status that prompted the duke’s derision. Driven into the army by
unemployment in the wake of Britain’s industrial revolution, they
confronted wartime hardship with ethical values and became
formidable soldiers in the bargain These men depended on the
king’s shilling for survival, yet pay was erratic and provisions
were scant. Fed worse even than sixteenth-century Spanish galley
slaves, they often marched for days without adequate food; and if
during the campaign they did steal from Portuguese and Spanish
civilians, the theft was attributable not to any criminal leanings
but to hunger and the paltry rations provided by the army. Coss
draws on a comprehensive database on British soldiers as well as
first-person accounts of Peninsular War participants to offer a
better understanding of their backgrounds and daily lives. He
describes how these neglected and abused soldiers came to rely
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increasingly on the emotional and physical support of comrades
and developed their own moral and behavioral code. Their
cohesiveness, Coss argues, was a major factor in their legendary
triumphs over Napoleon’s battle-hardened troops. The first work
to closely examine the social composition of Wellington’s rank
and file through the lens of military psychology, All for the King’s
Shilling transcends the Napoleonic battlefield to help explain the
motivation and behavior of all soldiers under the stress of combat.
In The Human, the final book in Neal Asher’s epic Rise of the
Jain trilogy, an entire galaxy hangs in the balance as the ancient
and powerful Jain threat emerges anew . . . A Jain warship has
risen from the depths of space, emerging with a deadly grudge and
a wealth of ancient yet lethal technology. It is determined to hunt
down the alien Client, and will annihilate all those who stand in
its way. So Orlandine must prepare humanity’s defense. Both
humanity and the Prador thought their ancient foe—the Jain—had
perished in a past age. And they resolve to destroy these outliers at
any cost. Orlandine wants the Client’s inside knowledge to act,
but the Client has her own agenda. Earth Central therefore looks
to the Prador for alliance, after the Jain destroy their fleet.
However, not everyone is happy with this, and some will do
anything to shatter this fragile coalition. As the Jain warship
makes its way across the galaxy, it seems unstoppable. Human
and Prador forces alike struggle to withstand its devastating
weaponry. Orlandine’s life work is to neutralize Jain technology,
so if she can't triumph, no one can. But will she become what
she’s vowed to destroy?
Rise of the Jain, Book One
The Watch
The Clothing, Weapons and Accoutrements of the Jacobites from
1689 to 1719
The Soldier and the State
The Human (Rise of the Jain #3)
Soldier Boy
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An accessible, beautifully crafted and
heartbreakingly topical novel about PTSI and
the unseen effects of global conflict on
ordinary lives. Beyond the bright lights and
casinos lies the real Las Vegas, a forces town.
In the predawn hours, a woman's marriage
crumbles with a single confession. Across the
city, Bashkim, the young son of an immigrant
family, observes how they are struggling to
get by in the land of opportunity. Three
thousand miles away on the other side of the
United States, a soldier, recently returned
from active service in Iraq, wakes up in
hospital with the feeling he's done something
awful. In Laura McBride's heartbreaking and
authentic novel, these disparate lives are
brought together by one split-second choice;
this is a story about families, the ones we are
born to and the ones we choose to make.
Faced with seemingly insurmountable loss,
each person must decide whether to give in to
despair, or to find the courage and resilience
to rise. 'A powerful story of the way in which
war detonates far from battlefields, exploding
lives in a single irrevocable moment. We Are
Called to Risereverberated long after I'd put it
down. I can't stop thinking about it' Sarah
Blake, The Postmistress 'A haunting and
unforgettable debut' Marie Claire 'Compelling,
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emotional and heart-breaking' Sun 'Packs a
raw, emotional power' Sunday Mirror 'Like
Donna Tartt's… The Goldfinch, it strips a layer
of gloss off the Las Vegas myth by moving to
the families populating suburbia' Grazia
The amazing autobiography of a young
Sudanese boy who went from a child soldier
and struggling refugee to international peace
activist and Hollywood actor. Sudan, 1980s:
Ger Duany knew what he wanted out of
life--make his family proud, play with his
brothers and sisters, maybe get an education
like his brother Oder suggested, and become
a soldier for his people when he's old enough.
But then his village was attacked by the North
Sudanese military, death kept taking his loved
ones away, and being a child soldier was not
what he thought it would be. Amid heartbreak,
death, and violence, can this lost boy find his
way to safety? America, 1990s: After boarding
a flight without his family to seek refuge in a
foreign country, Ger worked tirelessly to
adjust to a new life. It wasn't long before he
was thrown into the spotlight, as people
discovered his talents for basketball,
modeling, and acting. Yet the spotlight wasn't
the only thing following him, as he battled the
effects of PTSD, resisted the siren call of the
excesses of fame, and endured a new kind of
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racism in America. Amid fame, trauma, and
the memory of home, can this lost boy find
himself?
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes
through the roughest boot camp in the
universe and into battle with the Terran
Mobile Infantry in what historians would come
to call the First Interstellar War
Mindstar Rising is the first in Peter F.
Hamilton's hugely popular Greg Mandel series.
It's the 21st century and global warming is
here to stay, so forget the way your country
used to look. And get used to the free market,
too – the companies possess all the best
hardware, and they're calling the shots now.
In a world like this, a man open to any offers
can do just fine. A man like Greg Mandel for
instance, who's psi-boosted, wired into the
latest sensory equipment and carrying stateof-the-art weaponry. He's also been part of
the English Army's Mindstar Battalion. As the
cartels battle for control of a revolutionary
new power source, and corporate greed
outstrips national security, tension is
mounting to boiling point. And Greg Mandel is
about to face the ultimate test. Mindstar
Rising is followed by A Quantum Murder and
The Nano Flower to complete the Greg Mandel
trilogy.
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The Book Thief
Rise
The Good Soldier
We Are Called to Rise
A US Soldier's Secret and Heroic Role in World
War II
The Rise of the G.I. Army, 1940–1941
On 27 April 1994 South Africa went to the
polls and delivered the first black
government in the country’s history. This was
the Mandela Revolution. This is not the story
of how the Rainbow Nation was formed, but it
tells a story of one part of the revolution;
a vital part, that had to occur to give
legitimacy to the new South Africa both at
home and abroad. It highlights the political
necessity that drove a process and the
seemingly inevitable failure that it became.
Not a failure of the process itself, but a
failure that had to occur to permit
acceptability; it resulted in the end of
South Africa as a hegemony. This account
focuses on how the military forces supporting
the Apartheid regime and those committed to
its overthrow came together to form a new
national force, reflecting the new multiracial, multi-faith democracy. The process
appeared unacceptable in some measure to all
sides, but the political instruction in 1994
was that there was to be the integration of
the South African defense Force and the armed
wings of the African National Congress and
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the Pan Africanist Congress to form the South
African National defense Force. Within this
revolution, there was a small detachment from
the British armed forces that were charged
with assisting this transition. They were
required to oversee and assist a process that
had never been done before and often had to
operate alone. It is a story of highs and
lows, of sudden death, breakdowns and
ultimately of hope. This is a personal
account of three years spent in the middle of
this staggering transitional experiment. It
was Security Sector Reform and Disarmament,
Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) before
such processes were coined by the United
Nations and arguably it was considerably more
successful than any such venture attempted by
the United Nations. It is a book that
demonstrates how success and failure can
occur simultaneously.
“A must-read book that explores a vital prewar effort [with] deep research and gripping
writing.” —Washington Times In The rise of
the G.I. Army, 1940–1941, Paul Dickson tells
the dramatic story of how the American Army
was mobilized from scattered outposts two
years before Pearl Harbor into the
disciplined and mobile fighting force that
helped win World War II. In September 1939,
when Nazi Germany invaded Poland and
initiated World War II, America had strong
isolationist leanings. The US Army stood at
fewer than 200,000 men—unprepared to defend
the country, much less carry the fight to
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Europe and the Far East. And yet, less than a
year after Pearl Harbor, the American army
led the Allied invasion of North Africa,
beginning the campaign that would defeat
Germany, and the Navy and Marines were fully
engaged with Japan in the Pacific. Dickson
chronicles this transformation from Franklin
Roosevelt’s selection of George C. Marshall
to be Army Chief of Staff to the remarkable
peace-time draft of 1940 and the massive and
unprecedented mock battles in Tennessee,
Louisiana, and the Carolinas by which the
skill and spirit of the Army were forged and
out of which iconic leaders like Eisenhower,
Bradley, and Clark emerged. The narrative
unfolds against a backdrop of political and
cultural isolationist resistance and racial
tension at home, and the increasingly
perceived threat of attack from both Germany
and Japan.
In a world on the brink of war, four
superpowered teens must learn to work
together for peace in Caitlin Lochner's
action-packed debut novel, A Soldier and A
Liar. Lai Cathwell is good at keeping
secrets. As a Nyte, a supernaturally gifted
teenager who is feared and shunned by the
ungifted, this skill is essential to
survival. Orchestrating her own imprisonment
to escape military duty has only honed her
ability to deceive others. But when rebels
start attacking the city, Lai is dragged back
into the fight with a new team of Nytes.
Thrown together with Jay, a self-conscious
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perfectionist consumed by the desire to be
accepted; Al, a short-tempered fighter lying
for the sake of revenge; and Erik, an
amnesiac hell-bent on finding his memories
and his place in the world, Lai realizes
she’s facing an entirely different kind of
challenge—one that might just be impossible.
But if this team can't learn to work
together, the entire sector will be plunged
into war.
The SoldierStart Publishing LLC
The Human
The Rising Deliverance
Ground Zero
The Mandela Revolution
The Red Badge of Courage
Mindstar Rising

In a far corner of space, on the very borders between
humanity’s Polity worlds and the kingdom of the
vicious crab-like prador, is an immediate threat to all
sentient life: an accretion disc, a solar system
designed by the long-dead Jain race and swarming
with living technology powerful enough to destroy
entire civilizations. Neither the Polity or the prador
want the other in full control of the disc, so they’ve
placed an impartial third party in charge of the
weapons platform guarding the technology from
escaping into the galaxy: Orlandine, a part-human,
part-AI haiman. She’s assisted by Dragon, a
mysterious, spaceship-sized alien entity who has
long been suspicious of Jain technology and who
suspects the disc is a trap lying-in-wait. Meanwhile,
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the android Angel is planning an attack on the Polity,
and is searching for a terrible weapon to carry out
his plans?a Jain super-soldier. But what exactly the
super-soldier is, and what it could be used for if it
fell into the wrong hands, will bring Angel and
Orlandine’s missions to a head in a way that could
forever change the balance of power in the Polity
universe. In The Soldier, British science fiction writer
Neal Asher kicks off another Polity-based trilogy in
signature fashion, concocting a mind-melting plot
filled with far-future technology, lethal weaponry,
and bizarre alien creations.
The “harrowing, heartbreaking, redemptive” memoir
of a US Army veteran who fought through PTSD to
play college football with the Clemson Tigers (Sports
Illustrated). Daniel Rodriguez joined the army just
weeks after graduating from high school. Almost
immediately, he was deployed to Iraq and then to
Afghanistan. While there, he made a promise to his
best friend: “When I get out of this shithole, I’m
going to play college football.” Wounded at the
Battle of Kamdesh, Daniel received a Purple Heart
and a Bronze Star. He was lucky enough to make it
out alive; his friend was not. Back at home, Daniel
was unemployed and stuck in the clutches of PTSD,
but he remembered the promise he had made and
resolved to make good on it. When he posted a video
online of his grueling training efforts, it went viral
overnight. Through a mixture of hope, determination,
and the power of the Internet, Daniel earned a spot
on the Clemson University football team as a wide
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receiver. In Rise, Rodriguez tells his powerful and
inspiring story. “A compelling story of one man’s
quest to overcome the horrors of war through
fortitude and determination.” —San Antonio Express
News
Dublin, 1921. The Irish War of Independence comes
to a head, in a conflict that will pit Irishman against
Irishman, brother against brother . . . Stephen Ryan,
an Irishman who fought for the British in the
trenches, is sent to London where negotiations are
beginning. He leaves behind his brother, Joe, who
has been jailed for his actions in the IRA. There are
those on both sides who would see the Treaty fail
and Stephen soon finds himself beset by problems –
a legal dispute, a blackmail attempt, even a plot to
assassinate Winston Churchill. This is a story about
two brothers, played out against the political and
military upheavals that racked Ireland in the 1920s.
The Anglo–Irish Treaty brings the war with the
British to a close, but a new war is emerging and
Stephen finds himself once more called upon as a
soldier. Assassinations and guerrilla warfare are the
backdrop to the call to arms, as both sides attempt
to force a new order.
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE AND THE
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD • Selected by the Modern
Library as one of the 100 best nonfiction books of all
time “A towering biography . . . a brilliant
chronicle.”—Time This classic biography is the story
of seven men—a naturalist, a writer, a lover, a hunter,
a ranchman, a soldier, and a politician—who merged
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at age forty-two to become the youngest President in
history. The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt begins at
the apex of his international prestige. That was on
New Year’s Day, 1907, when TR, who had just won
the Nobel Peace Prize, threw open the doors of the
White House to the American people and shook
8,150 hands. One visitor remarked afterward, “You
go to the White House, you shake hands with
Roosevelt and hear him talk—and then you go home
to wring the personality out of your clothes.” The
rest of this book tells the story of TR’s irresistible
rise to power. During the years 1858–1901, Theodore
Roosevelt transformed himself from a frail,
asthmatic boy into a full-blooded man. Fresh out of
Harvard, he simultaneously published a
distinguished work of naval history and became the
fist-swinging leader of a Republican insurgency in
the New York State Assembly. He chased thieves
across the Badlands of North Dakota with a copy of
Anna Karenina in one hand and a Winchester rifle in
the other. Married to his childhood sweetheart in
1886, he became the country squire of Sagamore Hill
on Long Island, a flamboyant civil service reformer
in Washington, D.C., and a night-stalking police
commissioner in New York City. As assistant
secretary of the navy, he almost single-handedly
brought about the Spanish-American War. After
leading “Roosevelt’s Rough Riders” in the famous
charge up San Juan Hill, Cuba, he returned home a
military hero, and was rewarded with the
governorship of New York. In what he called his
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“spare hours” he fathered six children and wrote
fourteen books. By 1901, the man Senator Mark
Hanna called “that damned cowboy” was vice
president. Seven months later, an assassin’s bullet
gave TR the national leadership he had always
craved. His is a story so prodigal in its variety, so
surprising in its turns of fate, that previous
biographers have treated it as a series of haphazard
episodes. This book, the only full study of TR’s prepresidential years, shows that he was an inevitable
chief executive. “It was as if he were subconsciously
aware that he was a man of many selves,” the author
writes, “and set about developing each one in turn,
knowing that one day he would be President of all
the people.”
Red Rising
Earthrise
Rise of the Jain, Book Two
A Soldier, A Dream, And A Promise Kept
Soldier of Light Chronicles Book 3 (a Paranormal
Urban Fantasy Novel)
The Rise and Fall of a Soldier, 1947-1971
An instant New York Times bestseller!Alan
Gratz, bestselling author of Refugee,
weaves a stunning array of voices and
stories into an epic tale of teamwork in
the face of tyranny -- and how just one
day can change the world. June 6, 1944:
The Nazis are terrorizing Europe, on their
evil quest to conquer the world. The only
way to stop them? The biggest, most topPage 27/31
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secret operation ever, with the Allied
nations coming together to storm Germanoccupied France.Welcome to D-Day.Dee, a
young U.S. soldier, is on a boat racing
toward the French coast. And Dee -- along
with his brothers-in-arms -- is terrified.
He feels the weight of World War II on his
shoulders.But Dee is not alone. Behind
enemy lines in France, a girl named Samira
works as a spy, trying to sabotage the
German army. Meanwhile, paratrooper James
leaps from his plane to join a daring
midnight raid. And in the thick of battle,
Henry, a medic, searches for lives to
save.In a breathtaking race against time,
they all must fight to complete their highstakes missions. But with betrayals and
deadly risks at every turn, can the Allies
do what it takes to win?
An unforgettable novel based on the life
of Ricky Richard Anywar, who at age
fourteen was forced to fight as a soldier
in the guerrilla army of notorious Ugandan
warlord Joseph Kony Soldier Boy begins
with the story of Ricky Richard Anywar,
abducted in 1989 to fight with Joseph
Kony's rebel army in the Ugandan civil war
(one of Africa's longest running
conflicts). Ricky is trained, armed, and
forced to fight government soldiers
alongside his brutal kidnappers, but never
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stops dreaming of escape. The story
continues twenty years later, with a
fictionalized character named Samuel, a
boy deathly afraid of trusting anyone ever
again. Samuel is representative of the
thousands of child soldiers Ricky
eventually helped rehabilitate as founder
of the internationally acclaimed charity
Friends of Orphans. Working closely with
Ricky himself, debut author Keely Hutton
has written an eye-opening book about a
boy’s unbreakable spirit and indomitable
courage in the face of unimaginable
horror. This title has Common Core
connections.
"Neal Asher's books are like an adrenaline
shot targeted directly for the brain."—New
York Times bestselling author John Scalzi
Humanity, artificial intelligences, and
monstrous aliens clash over control of
deadly technology in this explosive
beginning to Neal Asher’s newest Polity
series. In a far corner of space, on the
very borders between humanity’s Polity
worlds and the kingdom of the vicious crablike prador, is an immediate threat to all
sentient life: an accretion disc, a solar
system designed by the long-dead Jain race
and swarming with living technology
powerful enough to destroy entire
civilizations. Neither the Polity or the
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prador want the other in full control of
the disc, so they’ve placed an impartial
third party in charge of the weapons
platform guarding the technology from
escaping into the galaxy: Orlandine, a
part-human, part-AI haiman. She’s assisted
by Dragon, a mysterious, spaceship-sized
alien entity who has long been suspicious
of Jain technology and who suspects the
disc is a trap lying-in-wait. Meanwhile,
the android Angel is planning an attack on
the Polity, and is searching for a
terrible weapon to carry out his plans—a
Jain super-soldier. But what exactly the
super-soldier is, and what it could be
used for if it fell into the wrong hands,
will bring Angel and Orlandine’s missions
to a head in a way that could forever
change the balance of power in the Polity
universe. In The Soldier, British science
fiction writer Neal Asher kicks off
another Polity-based trilogy in signature
fashion, concocting a mind-melting plot
filled with far-future technology, lethal
weaponry, and bizarre alien creations.
In this powerful novel set in contemporary
Kandahar, an Afghan woman approaches an
American military base to demand the
return of her brother's body. At a stark
outpost in the Kandahar mountain range, a
team of American soldiers watches a young
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Afghan woman approach. She has come to beg
for the return of her brother's body. The
camp's tense, claustrophobic atmosphere
comes to a boil as the men argue about
what to do next. Taking its cue from the
Antigone myth, this significant, eloquent
novel re-creates the chaos, intensity, and
immediacy of war, and conveys the
inevitable repercussions felt by the
soldiers and their families--especially
one sister.
A Soldier and A Liar
I Am Minded to Rise
The Soldier's Return
All for the King's Shilling
The Sun Also Rises
Rise of the Warrior Cop

"With an introduction to the Pakistan Army and an
anatomy of Jihad"
The British Soldier under Wellington, 1808–1814
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